Qualified Theragem Therapist of the month – Corrina McFarlane – USA
Excerpt Medica Health International - Newsletter Winter 2015
Theragem [CLT] Crystal Light fusion Therapy is offered at the Tree of Health, within
the Dove Center for Integral Medicine in Aptos, California. We call it 'Tree House
Treats', for which we have subtext; "better than a latte, better late than never!", and,
"Take it to a whole new level"!
I am ever inspired by our Theragem recipients (no two alike!), and
count as a touchstone in my practice that one 18 year old male
declared, "Theragem should be like Zip Cars!; "wheels when you
want them", i.e.; everybody should know this is here and
accessible to them at any time.
Actually, I only have to recall him saying this to get a wonderful
visceral recall of the moment. He was halfway through the
Sapphire to both brain hemispheres [Theragem foundational], and
he was one of those who had been instantly transported (Zip Cars,
the perfect analogy); 'gone' into Theta, the minute the lights were trained on his
brain/s. Ten minutes in, he bubbles up from that state, efforting to form the words
but compelled to speak; "Wow, this is totally unique, everyone should know this."
And that is what I love to communicate about Theragem and what it affords us in our
Day and Age.
We never have to be defined by dis-ease and illness. Everything is information and
everything is consciousness. Theragem serves as a slow-you-down, fast-track to wellbeing, by facilitating access to frequencies where we personally can distill and discern
from our broader/deeper Knowing perspective. We know what to do when we can
think well. Theragem brings us without ado into the Wellness Zone (660- to 780
nanometers). Now consider the enormous benefit of being tuned to electromagnetic
fields, being tuned to which frequencies are beneficial and how to mitigate for the
recent plethora of the same in our digital world. That’s Theragem in essence. "The
universe is full of magical things patiently waiting for our wits to grow sharper", wrote
19th century author Eden Phillpotts. Today, Theragem Crystal Light Therapy fusion
technology is just such a 'magical thing' at a time when we are waking up to the ‘lead
goblet’ of the early 21st century; inadvertent EMF exposure.
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Testimonial 1 – Detached retinal post – eye surgery
THERAGEM protocol applied into this situation:
Sapphire/Elation to Crown 75% (double wands)
D/C to Spleen 100% (bec through clothes); simultaneously Rose Quartz (one wand)
to top Crown at 75% Balancing
Then 9-Gem and Rose (100% bec through clothes) blended on base Chakra for
Chakra balancing.
A. was intrigued and could feel (effervescence) with each 20 minute stretch, and
could appreciate all protocols. She felt twinge in top upper chest right on last (base
chakra) protocol but said don’t stop it or lessen it, She described next a distinct
clearing (‘spiking’) and felt that staying with the protocol was indicated/correct.
Utterly noteworthy also that A. described a feeling like her energy body “went
backwards” and out into her back garden where she loves to go/be (but cannot
physically go in her current state).
Friday 4th April - Second Home visit to A. in post-surgery. Healing has been swift
according to surgeon’s timeline. And sight has come almost fully back (so far and 3
weeks since surgery March 18th) but today her eye began to ache to the point where
she had called the clinic right before they closed. They said she needed these specific
eye drops (‘Refresh Tears’) to ease discomfort. She asked me to bring to her, which I
did. We administered the eye drops, after which I did Elation to the temples (double
wands) on 75%, then Spleen at 75% (both 20 mins) followed by Candida protocol
(from which she has been chronically suffering after several series of antibiotics
following bladder & rectum surgery last year).
She was impressed to be really feeling the Elation therapy again as it occurred and
relished the sense of calm that the whole session engendered
Sunday 13th April - third Home Visit - Candida protocol repeated, beginning with
Elation (75%) single wand and simultaneously Spleen 100% thru cotton garment.
Stomach gurgles on last part of Candida protocol, A. says “That’s a good sign!” She
also said that the Theragem left her “feeling high”/high energy, distinct from when we
began.
Friday 18th April - First AP, but due to A.’s fragility on this day, chose Amethyst to
above-Crown & Rose Quartz to AP. Then move from upright chair to couch (reclining)
for integration time with Rose Quartz diffuse/at a distance from Crown.
A. began with low energy and anxiety today. Anxiety at least dissipates to measurable
degree with Theragem protocols. She feels content and glad to be able to rest up for
remainder of day.
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Testimonial 2 – Assemblage Point Reconnection
I must tell you I have felt a calm, steady state of mind since my treatment. Grounded
is the best way to describe it. It's as though there is a deeper part of me that doesn't
allow those thoughts (of former lover) to arise nearly as often and when they do, they
are deflected or dismissed immediately. It feels like I am "protected" in a way that I
can't describe. I no longer have an interest in processing this over and over and over...
I am enjoying and simply noticing the morphing of the terrain. I value what you have
to offer me. Looking forward to Friday.
Y. - USA
*****

Testimonial 3 – Assemblage Point Reconnection
My Theragem treatments have each brought me new gifts of healing, relaxation, and
connection to deeper parts of myself. But the enhanced dreams I have had were
most apparent after my first Assemblage Point (AP) adjustment. This first was the
most remarkable; I could tell I needed a deep slumber throughout the session, and
when I finally could succumb to horizontal I fell into a lucid dream very much like
being in a cirque du soleil show. The apartment I was in expanded in height, depth,
and width like dreams of my homes always have. I and the other dream characters
were more than our physical bodies, and a mix of the ages we are and have been. I
was very aware that my family and I had opportunity to heal and grow together
whereas we have been in a lot of need and fear for the last year. I awoke feeling
altered and refreshed, and like all my other Theragem sessions, shifted into an easier
way of living and looking at what I have on my plate. I LOVE how well this works!
MM - USA

Aptos, California May – 2014
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